Ambrose

The Ambrose is a 2 bedroom 2 bath home with 1,500 square feet of living space and unfinished space in the attic for you or your builder to finish as desired. If you choose to finish the upper area on site, this will add an additional 804 square feet of space.

The square footage and other dimensions on our floor plans are approximate. Renderings are not intended to be an accurate representation of the home and are often shown with optional features and/or third-party additions that can be added at additional cost if available in your region or situation.
AFFINITY
a VANTEM company

POSSIBLE 2nd LEVEL LAYOUT

1ST LEVEL

AMBROSE
1500 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled (1st Level)
804 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled (2nd Level)
Ambrose Specifications:

2 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom
1500 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled (1st)
804 Sq. Ft. Heated/Cooled (Unfinished Attic)